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‘Halaal’ Haraam Bacon Melrose Cheese 
One of UUCSA’s member in ‘hot waters’ by their 

‘Halaal’ logo appearing on Haraam Bacon Melrose 

Cheese! 
The stink of pork pollutes the ‘shade’ under UUCSA’s so-

called ‘Umbrella’ of unity!  

Do ALL members of UUCSA consider Bacon / Ham / Pork 
or Khinzeer as Halaal?  

DON’T REFER ANY DEENI MATTERS TO ANY OF 

UUCSA’S MEMBERS! 

Does UUCSA and ALL its 

members agree that bacon 

is Halaal? If not, then they 

are NOT a United Ulama 

Council of SA since one of 

their members’ logo 

certifies bacon – something 

which they don’t unite / 

agree on! If yes, then we 

are afraid of what they 

actually do unite on!  

O Muslim Ummah! Wake up!!! 

Bacon flavoured cheese has MJC’s        

(a member of uucsa) logo certifying it as 

‘Halaal’! 
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In our recent article on the MJC’s Haraam church awards ceremony, we mentioned that 

among the things UUCSA and its clique of modernised and westernised so-called 

‘Ulama’ stand for carrion, among many other things. Here, UUCSA’s member (MJC) 

certifies BACON!!! Alhmadulillah, the true colours of this so-called united Ulama 

council has been unveiled!!! And the stink of pork together with the stench of the millions 

of carrion chickens and steak they certify as ‘Halaal’, emanates in their ‘shade’ of their 

‘umbrella’ of ‘united’ Ulama council!!! Carrion refers to ALL commercially killed 

chickens and cows at the Kuffaar’s abattoirs certified Halaal by groups which are 

connected to the ‘united’ Ulama council of SA such as SANHA and MJC. 

Swine / Pork / Ham / Bacon and ALL carrion certified as ‘Halaal’ – The 

Law and Call of the Qur’an Majeed: 
Allah Ta’ala says in His Kalaam, “Forbidden for you (to eat) is Maitah (carrion – as 

explained in the above paragraph), blood, the meat of pigs (and ALL pig products like 

the Halaalized bacon in Melrose cheese)…” (Maaidah, Aayat 3)  

The Fatwa of Rasulullah (Sallallahu alaihi wasallam) regarding pork: 
Nabi (Sallallahu alaihi wasallam) bans ALL trade that has anything to do with pigs, bacon 

and ham (etc.) in the following blessed words: 

“…And (Allah) forbade swine and the price paid for it.” (Abu Dawood) 

Remember, by SANHA and MJC certifying a product, they earn money. Thus, it falls 

under ‘trade’ which the above Hadith speaks about!  

The difference between pork and bacon: 
Are pork and bacon the same thing? There are various cuts of pork and types 

of bacon. Pork refers to the entire animal while bacon is specifically made from the 

sides and back of the pig. It is safe to say pork is raw pig meat and bacon is cured pork. 

MJC’s ‘response’: 
MJC’s Achmat Sadick hoodwinks the Muslims by offering the following flimsy 

explanation by saying:                                                                   

“In essence, the product does not contain bacon, because the flavouring is synthetic. Thus, the 
product is halaal.” 

Our response: 
Is this member of UUCSA trying to fool some aliens? Who are they trying to deceive? 

Alhamdulillah, Muslims are not so dilly to understand that bacon, swine, pork and vark 

– whether as a synthetic ingredient or otherwise – is and will remain Haraam no matter 

what the real definitions may be. The mere word ‘bacon’ is Haraam enough for one’s 

Imaan to abstain from the product even if it may be a ‘synthetic’ ingredient!  

With the above explanation of Mr. Achmat, he and his MJC are actually ‘de-Halaalizing’ 

Muslims. When Muslims and Mr. Achmat together with his MJC and UUCSA are ‘de-

Halaalized’, then Shaitaan escalates his attack on this easy-prey and eventually ‘de-
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Imaanizes’ the whole lot of them! Then, entering even a church hall for a stupid awards 

will NOT be regarded as damaging to Imaan – as MJC already did last month and 

regularly partake in Haraam interfaith programs with their cronies, i.e. UUCSA and its 

modern-thinking Ulama! Now and then, we get reports of Jamiat Fordsburg and Ulama 

connected to them participating in interfaith programs and meetings. 

A question to MJC: 

Name a new-born baby that is born to a Muslim family in Cape Town ‘Khamr’ (liquor). 

If someone objects on this ill-name, tell them that:  

1. In essence the baby does not drink liquor nor is he a bottle of whiskey. 

2. The name or word ‘Khamr’ (liquor) is synthetic.   

3. So, technically, the name ‘Khamr’ is fine because it is synthetic. 

MJC and SANHA – all of whose ‘Halaal’ labels regularly appear on pork sausages, pork 

spices, bacon and ham cheeses, etc. offer a similar fancy-flimsy ‘response’ as the above 

summarized in three easy-to-understand points, apart from the very famous excuse of 

‘labelling error, we are dealing with the matter.’ 

We ask, “Since Muslims can’t trust their ‘Halaal’ logos which are seen regularly on 

pork products, how then can any sane Muslim trust the meat and products they 

approve as Halaal?” 

HOWEVER, GENERAL MUSLIMS WHO APPLY THEIR 

MINDS ARE NO FOOLS! 

The reaction of some Muslims - Alhamdulillah 
 Some Muslims voiced their rightful opinions on a news website as follows:                             

(The MJC is being) “irresponsible yet again”.                                                                                          

 “I don’t buy Melrose at all because they sell bacon products and cannot be trusted. 

The MJC must pull that MJC halaal certification unless profits are more important 

than morals,”                                                                                                                                                                             

 “The Muslim Judas Council. It’s all about the money.” 

DON’T TRUST UUCSA AND ANY OF ITS MEMBERS IN 

ANY DEENI MATTER – NEITHER IN THEIR 

MOONSIGHTINGS, NOR IN ANY OTHER DEENI RELATED 

ISSUE!  

MUSLIMS SHOULD ABSTAIN FROM PLACING TRUST ON 

A MERE ‘HALAAL’ LOGO OF MJC, SANHA AND ANY 

OTHER CERTIFYING BODY! 


